Nonlinear beam dynamics experiments were conducted at the Taiwan Light Source (TU) of the Synchrotron Radiation Research Center (SRRC). We employed a turn-by-turn BPM system to obtain nonlinear dynamics of the excited bunched beam. Extracted nonlinear parameters are compared with the simulation results.
INTRODUCTION
Nonlinear field is of importance for the design and operation of circular machines and nonlinear beam dynamics has been intensively investigated both theoretically and experimentally [ 11. Theoretically, nonlinear elements are designed on purpose to assist the operation of the machines e.g., the correction of the chromatic aberration and/or slow extraction with the help of sextupole magnets, the enhancement of the Landau damping with the octupole field, etc. On the other hand, the existence of the nonlinear components in the beam line will introduce the nonlinear behavior of the moving particle, and if the driving source of such nonlinear field is strong enough, the particle motion could be so large and lost. In the design stage of the machine components, the error tolerance of the field ought to be specified to assure the expected performance of the machine. In this paper, we employ a turn-by-turn electron position monitoring system to measure the behavior of the perturbed particle at the TLS. The simulation results with the existence of the measured nonlinear field errors are compared with the extracted parameters from the experiments.
TURN-BY-TURN BPM SYSTEM
We have installed a six-dimensional turn-by-turn phase space monitoring system at the TLS.
[2] This system was employed to measure the nonlinear particle motion. The stored beam was perturbed using a horizontal kicker. The two horizontal BPMs are located at the positions where the betatron phase advance differs by 90' or so. A well-developed on-line data analysis and display window is of help while the experiments are conducted. The lattice working points were set before kicking thc stored beam by changing the quadrupole field strength. The coupling in the transverse plane was corrected with skew quadrupolcs. Sexlupole strengths wcre adjusted to the desired chromaticities, which were near zero. We focus on the analysis of the third-and fourth-order nonlinear strength of the TLS storage ring.
EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
The amplification factor of the measured BPM signal was calibrated using response matrix of the steered beam as well as the bench-measured data. The phase advance of the BPM pair and the phase-space ellipse were obtained by fitting the BPM data and also compared with the on-line machine-model calculations. The measured PoincarC maps are shown in Fig. 2 , and 6. The action-angle ( J , 4 ) of the fitted data is thus given in Fig. 3, 7, and 9, and the fitted Hamiltonian tori are also displayed. To get the nonlinear betatron de-tuning parameters of the machine, we applied a numerical analysis of the fundamental fiequency (NAFF) method to get the betatron tune. Noted that de-coherence effect of the bunched beam should be minimized.
The effective 
Third-order
The ring lattice is a six-fold symmetry triple-bend-achromat lattice with the designed working tune around 7.18 and 4.13 in the horizontal and vertical plane, respectively. The horizontal tune was shifted across the third-order resonance line with lkO.0012 before kicking the beam horizontally. We got de-tuning a =-0.0012~.0001 ( E mm mrad)-' and resonance 0-7803-7 19 1 -7/0 1/$10.00 0200 1 IEEE. 
Fourth-order
The horizontal tune was shifted to 7.2538 with 6=0.0038 and measured de-tuning parameter a =-0.0011339.00002 (n mm mrad)-'as shown in Fig. 5 .
In thc plot, the action is averaged over the angles. It is found the island width is measurable in the plot. 
Fifth-order
Fifth-order resonance can be also driven by the systematically distributed chromaticity sextupoles as shown in Fig. 9 . The initial tune is 7.2095. Measured island tune is 0.01 1 and a=-O.OOI 17. 
SIMULATION WITH NONLINEAR FIELD ERRORS
Without nonlinear random errors, the resonance strengths of the third-and fourth-order in the above mentioned conditions will be zero due to the cancellation of the phases in the SRRC lattice. Magnetic field errors were measured in terms of harmonic contents at the operational energy before installing into the ring beam line. Other than skew components, all these errors are put into the simulation code MAD. Due to the lack of the real corresponding error distribution of the magnets, random error distribution along the ring was generated using the measured field statistics. The nonlinear betatron de-tuning parameters contributed from the sextupoles (chromaticity sextupoles and sextupole components of all magnets including insertion devices) near the third-, fourth-and fifth-order resonance are -0.001 2, -0.0016, -0.001 8 (n mm mrad)-', respectively, and are -0.001 1, -0.0014, -0.0017 for those without errors. Noted that in the simulation, wiggler magnet is turned on. It shows that other higher order nonlinear terms do contribute substantially to the de-tuning effect. It was found that the octupole random errors in quadrupoles needed increase by a factor of 4 to get reasonably reproduced fourth-order resonance stren,$h. This might be due to the inability in reproducing the exact random octupole field distribution in the simulation or the octupole components in quadrupoles were under-estimated. The de-tuning parameters, the resonance strengths, the island tunes are listed in Table 1 . compared with the simulation results. The measured data in third-order and fourth-as well as fifth-order resonance lines are reasonably reproduced using MAD simulation code. in which measured field errors are included.
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